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Week of February 3 – February 7 CY2020

Metal Products Sector

Metal Products – Upcoming Events This Week
Date & Time Country Event Period Previous Estimate

2/2 8:45am CN Caixin Manufacturing PMI JAN 51.50 50.50
2/3 3:50am FR Markit Manufacturing PMI JAN 51.00 51.00
2/3 8:00am RU GDP Growth Rate YOY 4Q2019 1.70% 2.30%
2/3 9:30am CA Markit Manufacturing PMI JAN 50.40 50.10
2/3 10:00am U.S. ISM Manufacturing PMI JAN 47.20 49.10
2/3 10:30pm AU RBA Interest Rate Decision 0.75% 0.75%
2/5 8:30am CA Balance of Trade DEC C$-1.09 bn C$-1.50 bn
2/5 8:30am U.S. Balance of Trade DEC $-43.10 bn $-49.00 bn
2/5 7:30pm AU Balance of Trade DEC A$5.80 bn A$5.90 bn
2/6 1:15am IN RBI Interest Rate Decision 5.15% 5.15%
2/6 10:00pm CN Imports YoY JAN 16.50% -6.00%
2/6 10:00pm CN Balance of Trade JAN $47.21 bn $40.00 bn
2/7 2:00am DE Balance of Trade DEC €18.30 bn €14.00 bn
2/7 2:45am FR Balance of Trade DEC €-5.58 bn €-4.10 bn
2/7 8:30am U.S. Non Farm Payrolls JAN 145.00 k 148.00 k
2/7 10:00am CA Ivey PMI JAN 51.90 50.00

The Iowa caucus’ Impact

On Monday, February 3, CY2020 the Iowa caucus will be held and will set the tone
for the rest of the democratic election and by extension the U.S. Presidential
Election. Currently, polls indicated that Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden are both
tied for as the first-choice nominee with 25.00%. It’s important to note that Bernie
Sanders has historically been popular with the younger demographics while Joe
Biden has seen success with older demographics. Within Iowa, the median age is
38.10 while the largest age demographic being 20 with 228.80 k in Iowa. A Bernie
Sanders victory in this caucus will result in severe trade downs in the equity
markets and an increased demand for safe-haven assets. That is because in the
past seven winners of the democratic primaries, six of them have won the Iowa
caucus. Therefore, if Bernie Sanders wins, he becomes more of a likely candidate
to win the U.S. election. Bernie Sanders is a self-described democratic-socialist
who is pursuing several polices that threaten the performance of a large array of
companies within the Financials and Healthcare Sectors. Notably, the Vermont
senator aims to establish Medicare-for-all as well as implementing a tax on Wall
Street to fund an expansion in welfare and covering University expenses.
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Week of February 3 – February 7 CY2020

Global Manufacturing Data
On Monday, February 3, CY2020, surveys of businesses around the world will
show manufacturing activity in the U.S., China, Europe, and elsewhere. The
numbers will indicate how the global manufacturing sector performed in early
CY2020. Economists predict manufacturing to stabilize following the recent ease in
trade tensions between the U.S. and China. The Institute for Supply Management
forecasts its U.S. manufacturing index to increase from 47.20 in December to
48.50 in January. Although the index has increased, the growth is still very weak. If
the index exceeds expectations this may result in an increase in base metals
products like copper and aluminum due to their relations to the manufacturing
sector. Base metal products have been recently struggling from the lockdown of
Wuhan and the closing of multiple businesses and factories in response to the
coronavirus. Positive manufacturing data may allow industrial metals to rebound
from their recent decline in prices.

Bearish Market Expectations from Virus-Hit China

Markets in Shanghai and Shenzhen are scheduled to reopen Monday with an
anticipated sell-off in response to the fast-spreading coronavirus. The markets
have been closed since January 23, CY2020 and have been extended until
Monday to slow the spreading of the virus. However, the number of infected has
grown exponentially from 830.00 infected before the closing of the market to 11.79
k on Friday. Death tolls have also increased from 25.00 to 259.00 over the same
period. Since the closing of the Chinese markets, Hong Kong’s stock market has
fallen 5.90% and the Hang Seng China Enterprises Index has fallen 6.70%, both
suffering their worst weekly drop in two years.

The expected slump in the Shanghai and Shenzhen markets may be in response
to the fear of the unknown to the rapidly spreading coronavirus. The main concern
of global investors is a possible halt in global growth if the virus turns into a
pandemic that damages global transportation and tourism. Beijing continues to
face isolation as airliners continue to suspend flights to China and as other
countries are beginning introduce travel restrictions. This has resulted in crippled
business activity in China that may cause a decrease in the demand of many base
metal products potentially leading to price declines over the coming week as China
attempts to control the virus.

As the virus continues to grow, investors may lean towards safe-haven assets like
gold as prices have jumped ~1.88% since the close of the Chinese markets on
January 23. However, silver may not expect to see large increases as prices have
only increased by 0.39% since the close. This is largely in part of silver’s use in the
industrial sector that reflects its slow increases as the coronavirus continues to
spread globally. If the spreading of the virus continues to damage Chinese
economic growth, gold will likely see price gains while the industrial and base
metals may see prices retreat.


